Bears in Space Project

By Ilina Crouse

Materials Used:- Chameleon Pens Skin Tones, Nude (NU00), Sand (NU0), Caramel (NU4)
Burnt Umber (BR4), and Light Peach (NU2), Neenah White 80lb card stock, Fabriano Hot
Press Watercolor, Hero Arts Intense black ink pad, Versamark ink pad, White Embossing
powder, Heat Tool, Mama Elephant Space Bears stamp set and dies, White Acrylic paint,
MISTI, Distress inks in: Mustard Seed, Picked Raspberry, Broken China and Stormy Sky,
Blending tool, Clear Pico Embellisher
Instructions:
1. Cut the hot press watercolor paper to size little larger than your card front. Then using
your blending tool blend in some of the Mustard Seen distress ink, then go over it with the
Picked Raspberry, next with Broken China and last with Stormy sky. See pictures for
details. (tip: I keep the blending foam pieces on the bottom of my distress ink cubes, they
fit in perfectly)
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2. After you are done with the blending, sprinkle some water drops onto your background
and wait about 1 min, then wipe the extra water with paper towel. Do not rub them, just
dab them. Then using white acrylic paint and old toothbrush sprinkle some paint on it to
create “starts” Let it dry.

3. While your background it drying, die cut and stamp the bears. Usually I stamp
and cut bunch to have on hand for future use or coloring on the go.

4. Next start coloring. For the sitting bear I used NU4- Caramel pen
and infused the brush nib with the toning medium for 15 seconds for
the body, and 3 seconds for the paws. For the ears I used un- infused
NU4 pen.

5. Next for the nozzle and the belly I used NU0- Sand Chameleon
pen and infused the brush nib with the toning medium for 2 and 8
seconds respectively.

6. Next I colored the nose with un-infused BR4- Burnt Umber
Chameleon Pen – bullet nib and for the bubble over the bear’s head I
used NU000 – Nude Chameleon Pen and infused the brush nib with
the toning medium for 10 seconds
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7. For the second bear I used BR4-Burnt Umber Chameleon Pen to
color the body, I used the brush nib and infused it for 20 seconds
with the toning medium for the body and 4 seconds for the arm on
the left (bear’s right arm)

8. Next for the nozzle and the belly I used NU2- Light Peach
Chameleon pen and infused the brush nib with the toning medium
for 2 and 5 seconds respectively.

9. For the bubble over the bear’s head I used the NU000 Nude
Chameleon Pen and infused the brush nib for 9 seconds using the
toning medium

10. Next I positioned the bears where I want them to be on my
background along with my sentiment, to see how it’ll look

11. Using the clear Pico Embellisher cover the bubbles over the
bears’ heads and let it dry.
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12. Using the coordinating dies die
cut the background where you would
like the bears to be and trim the
background to size for your card.
Then stamp the sentiment with
Versamark ink and emboss it with
white embossing powder

13. Adhere your background to white
card base using mounting tape, then
adhere the bears in the „holes“ and
you are done☺

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com and on
the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Ilina’s blog at http://ilinacrouse.com

